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Future Thinking Together

There is a seeming paradox in futures thinking. On the one hand, it is quite difficult and not very 
common as either method or skill. On the other hand, it is a natural function of the mind and 
parts of the brain are dedicated to it, sometimes called ‘memory of the future’; we call this 
natural capacity future consciousness. The task of facilitating futures thinking is to ease the 
difficulties and release the natural capacity. That is what the methods explained here enable you 
to do.

One set of blockages to future consciousness, especially sharing it, is various social habits and 
taboos that inhibit its function through customs, language and dominant social expectations. 
Another is the psychology of certainty and uncertainty. Exploratory future thinking includes facing 
uncertainty in ways that most people try and avoid. This will show itself in denial and avoidance 
of questions. It will also appear as arguments of the form “Don’t be ridiculous, that could never 
happen” or “No way! That isn’t possible”. Another factor is around power and security. Nobody 
likes to consider a future which removes their power position or livelihood. However, in a radically 
changing world it may be prudent to anticipate such events and prepare contingency plans

The Three Horizons method helps get around some of these difficulties by providing a context in 
which people can legitimately share different perspectives both amongst each other and 
internally in their own minds.
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Further readingsBill Sharpe (2014). Three Horizons and working with change.Bill Sharpe (2013), Three Horizons. The Patterning of Hope. International Futures ForumCurry, A., Hodgson, A., et al. (2008). 'Seeing in Multiple Horizons: Connecting Futures to Strategy'. Journal of Futures Studies 13(1): 1-20.Tutorials, Facilitation Guides, Exercises available at the H3 University web-site: http://www.h3uni.org/Three Horizons Webinar available at: http://www.h3uni.org/practices/foresight-three-horizons/



Scoping: What is within Scope?
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Key conceptsThe development of a short Scoping Statement helps set the direction of exploration such that the differences can be brought into the process, so the purpose of the scoping step overall is to orient the activity in a helpful way for the facilitator and participants. People are being convened because there is some area of concern that they share, though they will bring to it very different understandings of how it should be thought about and addressed; depending on the situation there might be very deep disagreements and issues of power at stake in what gets discussed that may be reflected in who is in the room and who is excluded.Step 1: Convening the Group: Convening the group is the process that leads up to the meeting, and will play a major role on what discussion gets into the room and what is left outside. This tutorial does not deal with those issues, but assumes that people are arriving already bought in to the fact that they are giving time to a shared area of concern. It will be the job of the leader and sponsor of the process to introduce the issue in a way that sets up the rest of the process, and then hand over to the facilitator.

http://www.h3uni.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/H3U-RL-Scoping_Context.png


Scoping: Map environments
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Key conceptsStep 2: Central agency, transactional and contextual environments: In the centre of the diagram below is the organisation which has the agency to influence and even create important aspects of the future of the area of concern identified in Step 1. We sometimes refer to this organisation as an integrity to emphasise that it does not have to be a formal institution but might be a group of people pioneering change who work together to sustain a path of action. Starting with the issue of concern we use system thinking to identify the day-to-day patterns of interaction for this issue and the main actors involved. This is the transactional environment in which the actors have significant influence to change things through their own actions. Beyond this lies the contextual environment, in which change happens that will have effects on the transactional environment but lies beyond its direct reach. The boundary between the contextual and transactional environment is not defined in any set way, and an important part of any change project is to explore how we might ‘convene the future’ by bringing new configurations of actors together who can shift the pattern and its boundaries. When situations have the potential for transformative change it is also likely that it will come from actors currently on the margins who may or may not be visible at the moment. The most difficult and messy problems defy any simple understanding of where they begin and end, of causes and effects. In these cases, the definition of the scope all depends on how you think about the problem. By keeping transactional and contextual boundaries constantly in play, we can explore the possibilities for transformative change 

http://www.h3uni.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/H3U-RL-Scoping_Transactional-Environment.png


Scoping: Scoping Statement
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Key conceptsStep 3: Scoping Statement:OF something:Make it as outward looking as possible e.g. “sustainable food production in such-and-such country” rather than “the future of our market for X in such-and-such country”. There is always a strong pull in a team from one organisation to define the scope in terms of their own activities and strategies. For scoping this needs to be resisted, and instead identify the area of activity as it appears in the world that provides the context for the group’s interests. This should be supported by the work done in Step 2, but if this was omitted then more effort is likely to be needed to get the broader description of the matter of concern.Set a time horizon that fits with the dynamics of change that are relevant. The timescale helps us identify the scale and scope of transformation we are looking at. It should be long enough to release us from the sense of being locked in to the current pattern, but not so long ahead as to detach us from the realities e.g. in computing that might be less than a decade, for energy infrastructure it might be several decades, for a change strongly governed by social attitudes it might be a generation.FOR someone:The people are going to directly use the results of this work. Recognising that the the participants are part of the system in question, and that the act of enquiry is part of the process of change, this identifies who is going on this journey of transformation. They may or may not all be in the room, but by identifying who they are it should always be clear whether they are participating appropriately for their own process of learning and change.FOR a purpose:It is helpful to be as specific as possible about how the outputs will be used, what processes will they inform.This may be a question,a topic, a problem area or just a general scoping of the matter of concern. You don’t want to try to tie down the visionary destination too tightly at this point, since that is what is going to emerge from the process. Describe the issue in a way that clarifies the focus of enquiry but without attempting to define it too tightly, establish inappropriate boundaries, or preempt exploration of emerging realities.The purpose of establishing a scoping statement is to set off, as if on an expedition of discovery, with a shared intent, but staying as open as possible to what might be discovered on the way. Developing the statement should not become the journey. If it generates a lot of discussion and doesn’t converge then ask the leader of the group for guidance, and be ready to keep it fairly open to allow learning. The ambiguity in the scope is important information about what needs to be explored, not a failure to define objectives of the work.

http://www.h3uni.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/H3U-RL-Scoping_Example.png


Three Horizons Method
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Key conceptsThe three horizon model gives us a deeper understanding of the significance of what we usually call short, medium and long term futures. The model is based on the observation that businesses, technologies, political policies and even whole civilizations exhibit life-cycles of initiation, growth, peak performance, decline and even death. These cycles can be viewed as waves of change in which a dominant form is eventually overtaken and displaced by another.This pattern also shows up in our personal lives where we go through a change of life that is not an extension of the past but has a quite new pattern emerge. In this process we go through a disruptive crisis of transition and transformation.These displacements may be gradual but, in times of rapid change, they can be quite abrupt. For example, we speak of disruptive technologies that suddenly reach a tipping point and take over the technological ecosystem. However, a closer look reveals that these waves are also going on simultaneously on different scales, changing their place in the foreground or background over time. Yet this is not easy to see unless we appreciate the qualitative differences between the waves. Understanding is further helped by recognising the value of thinking in terms of three waves at a time.A good way to picture this is to switch from the analogy of waves and think instead in terms of horizons. Imagine you are looking at a view from the plains near the coast towards inland mountains. The first horizon is where the plains end and the foothills of the second horizon rise. Yet behind them are the high mountains of the third horizon. The plains may be agricultural, the foothills wooded and the mountains without trees and with glaciers. Each horizon is qualitatively different. The analogy here is that we need to be able to see different qualities that distinguish the short, medium and long term as more significant than the amount of time. In some areas of society, the three horizons may cover a span of ten years; in others they may span half a century. In other words qualitative or structural change is more significant for strategy than span of time.We usually label the vertical axis as ‘Pattern’, ‘Viability’, ‘Prevalence’ or ‘Strategic Fit’, which capture the idea of the shift in the most dominant, or prevalent, pattern moving between the horizons over time. It is a reflection of the strategic fit to emerging conditions, and so this is an alternative labeling. Alternatively we can think of the vertical dimension as a scale of a particular condition or viable of interest. For example in the field of sustainability it could be the resilience of a community that falls and rises according to what is going on and the way people live.

http://www.h3uni.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/H3U-Resource-Library-3H-Basics_Three-Horizons-named.png


The First Horizon – H1
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Key conceptsThe First Horizon – H1 - is the dominant system at present. It represents ‘business as usual’. We rely on these systems being stable and reliable but as the world changes, so aspects of business as usual begin to feel out of place or no longer fit for purpose. Eventually business as usual will be superseded by new ways of doing things.

http://www.h3uni.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/H3U-Resource-Library-3H-Basics_Horizon-1.png


The Third Horizon – H3
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Key conceptsThe Third Horizon – H3 - emerges as the long term successor to business-as-usual. It grows from fringe activity in the present that introduces completely new ways of doing things but which turn out to be much better fitted to the world that is emerging than the dominant H1 systems. We call these early manifestations “pockets of the future in the present.

http://www.h3uni.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/H3U-Resource-Library-3H-Basics_Horizon-3.png


The Second Horizon – H2
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Key conceptsThe Second Horizon – H2 - is a pattern of transition activities and innovations, people trying things out in response to the ways in which the landscape is changing. Some of these innovations will be taken up by H1 systems to prolong their life while some will pave the way for the emergence of the radically different H3 systems.

http://www.h3uni.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/H3U-Resource-Library-3H-Basics_Horizon-2-09.png


All Three Horizons are always present … 

Aspects of H1 will persist in any new business as usual; aspects of H3 are 
always evident, if not obvious, in current discourse and argument and in all 
kinds of activity on the fringes of the dominant system; while H2, like a 
moving border between past and future, is all around us in examples of 
innovative alternative practice.

However, the First Horizon’s commitment is to survival. As the current, 
dominant, system it maintains its dominance, even in a changing world, either 
by crushing Second and Third Horizon innovation, or by co-opting it to 
support its established system. This resistance to change impacts on the 
transition to H3: often it leads to the innovations in H2 being ‘mainstreamed’ 
in order to prolong the life of the existing system, rather than to help 
movement towards a new system.
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… and there are several variants

The three line diagram used so far here is what we might call the standard 
version which is useful for introducing the concept and for a framework for 
facilitation. However, as a model of the way the future unfolds it is only one 
form. Indeed, it is rather an ideal form for where a shift of pattern is 
relatively successful and without difficulties other than the destruction and 
reconstruction turbulences unavoidable in Horizon 2. There are different 
variants that show that it is useful to bear in mind for more advanced 
applications, or to point out that change into the future is not always 
straightforward:

1. Challenge and Transformation

2. Collapse and Slow Recovery

3. Capture and Extension

4. Overshoot & Collapse
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Challenge & Transformation (Variant 1) 
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Key conceptsHorizon 1 is a current strategy that works well until changes in the environment plus its own diminishing returns put it on a curve of decline. Meanwhile Horizon 2 , aware of this in diverse ways is innovating more effective approaches which eventually overtake.In the background, a completely new paradigm is emerging as Horizon 3. It appears for a long time to be marginal and ineffective but since it matches better the new environment it eventually takes over. The Horizon 2 innovations have served as enabling to the transformation.

http://www.h3uni.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/H3U-Resource-Library-3H-Variations_Variant-1.png


Collapse and Slow Recovery (Variant 2) 
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Key conceptsIn this variant the supremacy of the Horizon 1 paradigm creates runaway success but at the expense of some critical condition. Failure to capture coupled with weaker innovation in Horizon 2 leads to sudden collapse. Horizon 2 is unable to make up for this. In the background Horizon 3 continues to develop and after the initial upset and chaos of the collapse demonstrates its ability to match the new conditions and emerges as the next viable paradigm. Examples: Many city and region economies have been through this cycle due to their strong commitment to a particular industry that has lost competitiveness e.g. autos, steel, textiles.

http://www.h3uni.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/H3U-Resource-Library-3H-Variations_Variant-2.png


H1 Capture and Extension (Variant 3) 
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Key conceptsHorizon 1 is challenged by changing conditions and there is strong innovation opportunity taken by Horizon 2. However, each wave of innovation is captured by Horizon 1 and applied to extend its life. This may go on for several cycles. Horizon 3 remains in the background since it is so different from Horizon 1 that there is no place for it in the mainstream. It continues to languish in the margins until a much more fundamental and long term change occurs.

http://www.h3uni.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/H3U-Resource-Library-3H-Variations_Variant-3.png


Overshoot & Collapse (Variant 4) 
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Key conceptsH1 is challenged by a compelling vision that is hyped up and creates a wave of investment in Horizon 2 innovations. This creates a boom followed by bust as many innovations are poorly judged.Horizon 3, which was the source of the vision gets a boost from the Horizon 2 over-investment, and grows strongly as confidence returns and the vision matures.Examples: Technologies are often over-hyped by their protagonists in order to attract funding, but are then not able to fully abosrb that investment if a boom takes off. The Dotcom bust was a major example.

http://www.h3uni.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/H3U-Resource-Library-3H-Variations_Variant-4.png


Three Horizons mindsets & future consciousness
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Key conceptsThe effectiveness of Three Horizons comes from recognising that the three horizons are not just abstract representations of change, but characterise three qualitatively different orientations to the future in the present – they describe ways people are behaving to maintain the first horizon or seeking to change it. We referred to this earlier as “three voices”.The interaction between the horizons is as much culturally determined as it is economic or technologically determined. The people and groups associated with each horizon at a given point in time have very different interests, values and mindsets. This makes communication difficult and the tendency for misunderstanding and conflict very high. Indeed, there is competition between the horizon mentalities and in some cases outright conflict. This is why we more often than not see Variants 2 and 3 rather than the smother transition of the Variant 1.However, in managing transformational change, where we want to avoid the costs of conflict or collapse, it is necessary to develop a perspective that understands all three mindsets and takes them into account. The challenge for transformational leadership is to be able to stand back from an overall position to be able to see the interplay between them, and work with them all constructively – we call this the step into future consciousness. This is most easily studied as the kinds of attitudes and judgements that people from each of the horizons make about each other and each other’s activities and priorities.All three mindsets are present in the situation simultaneously, either isolated or in conflict. The facilitation task is getting them to talk to each other and work towards collaborative transition for transformation. The initial stances of each mindset towards the others is caricatured in the above diagram on the left. On the right are how these negative mindsets can be transformed into positive perspectives. In the facilitation role it is helpful to listen to people’s contributions and conversations with the two triangles in mind and see if you can spot entrenched positions and therefore encourage the co-operative relationship between the voices.

http://www.h3uni.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/H3U-Resource-Library-Pos-Neg-Mindsets_Neg-Mindset.png
http://www.h3uni.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/H3U-Resource-Library-Pos-Neg-Mindsets_Pos-Mindset.png


Three Horizons shaping future conversation

The Three Horizons model offers a simple way into a conversation about:

• the dominant system and the challenges to its sustainability into the future, 
i.e. the case for change (Horizon 1);

• the emerging future state or the imagined system of which we can identify 
elements in the present that provide encouragement and inspiration 
(Horizon 3);

• the nature of the tensions and dilemmas between H3 visions and H1 reality, 
and the subtle processes of change, new ways of working, new capacities, 
new structures even, required to navigate the transition between them;

• the requirement to develop a mature perspective that accepts the need both 
to address the challenges to the First Horizon and nurture the seeds of the 
Third. This is not an either/or, good/bad discussion. We need both to ‘keep 
the lights on’ today, and to find a way of keeping them on in the future in 
very different circumstances.
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Key conceptsWe typically introduce the horizons, and think about the way the dynamic changes between them over time, in this order: H1 – H3 – H2. This is because without a third horizon it is impossible to make the distinction between ‘sustaining innovation’ (H2-) and ‘transformative innovation’ (H2+).Starting with the first horizon brings into view why the conversation is happening, why it is felt that the current ‘business as usual’ can no longer make the changes needed. Moving to the third horizon we talk about our own visions but also all the other alternative and competing views of the future of which we are aware. This is a chance to surface underlying assumptions and different value systems, and where power to shape the future lies. Real examples populate the ‘pockets of the future’.In the second horizon we identify initiatives underway and how they relate to sustaining and transformative change. As we develop the third horizon picture more then we can also start to see the role of the first horizon in the future. Usually, once we have been able to let go of it and move to the third horizon we find there are important things that must not be lost and can be adapted to the new environment.Bringing all three horizons together as an interrelated pattern and as a shared narrative of possibilities for navigating towards the chosen better future, is a crucial practical result of cultivating future consciousness through convening the future.



A Transdisciplinary approach to systemic interconnected
thinking about complex issues (from global to local)

12 interdependent mutually
relevant factors

66 inteconnections

Each factor has a state of 
health or viabiility at a given
time

Each factor change over 
time continuosly or with a 
discontinuity

The change in one factor
may influence the change in 
interconnected factorsSource: Anthony Hodgson, A transdisciplinary World 

Model , 2012
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Key conceptsThe world system model I developed (Hodgson, 2011) is a visual symbol that has been designed to evoke a different gestalt from the usual fragmented or specialized perspectives and in so doing enables a different understanding of the world, what we know about it and how to act in it. These are the main features to be noted:It is a set of 12 interdependent mutually relevant factors, each factor indicating a component (referred to as a node) in the system essential for viable human life in the context of the earth system.The 66 interconnections mean that a change of state in any given factor may trigger, induce or otherwise modify a change of state in another factor.Each factor has a condition which is the state of health or viability at a given time.This condition is not static, but it is changing and thus reveals a trend or direction of change.The direction of change may be towards increased viability or decreased viability.A trend may accelerate or change direction such that it becomes a discontinuity which generates a shock or surprise. This could be positive or negative in relation to viability. Common terms for discontinuities are trend-break, tipping point, peak and runaway condition.Discontinuities in a given factor often have greater cross impact on other factors and can create a domino effect in which the effects ripple throughout the system, causing multiple parallel discontinuities. There are counterintuitive instances where actions in one node, seen as solutions when viewed in isolation, actually create problems in other nodes if these are disregarded and there are not synchronous adjustments.It is possible that multiple discontinuities may occur simultaneously without interaction or direct causal connection. This can lead to synchronous failure (Homer-Dixon, 2006) or synchronous success in terms of overall world viability.



A Transdisciplinary approach to systemic interconnected
thinking about complex issues (from global to local)

WHAT IF:
H1?   H3?

Understand vulnerabilities & 
uncover opportunities within

complex interactions
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H1?   H3?
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Key conceptsThe World System Model is a clear and memorable way of looking at the challenge of the global problematique in a way that keeps it together in our minds, helps us talk to others about it, and helps focus us on what really matters in generating positive ideas for the future in any local situation.The circular diagram, is the main icon for the World System Model. It explores the twelve key issues and positions them as the nodes of sustainable living. Each node is described – and some of the main trends summarised – in terms of recent research. In practice, the 66 points of connection between the 12 nodes are also an important part of this model.It is essentially a mental model for representing in our minds what we need to pay attention to. Through focusing on the key factors in planetary viability and their dynamic interconnections in a living system, it creates a powerful framework for learning that allows groups to engage with the greater complexity of our global predicament. We can then seek for solutions that are less likely to overlook critical connections, and less likely to generate the unintended consequences of so many of our current initiatives.

http://www.h3uni.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/H3U-Resource-Library-3H-Basics_Three-Horizons-named.png


A Transdisciplinary approach to systemic interconnected
thinking about complex issues (from global to local)

Source: Anthony Hodgson, A transdisciplinary World Model , 2012
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Key conceptsAs an illustration of the world system model for capturing patterns of interaction, it was used in an experimental investigation of how to map the impact of climate change in different parts of the world in a systemic manner (Hodgson et al., 2011). The example in Figure 4 is an application to summarizing the current literature on the potential impact of climate change on the Indian Subcontinent as viewed through the lens of the world system model.The world system model is essential, similar to that in the slide 18th except that the size of the circles (nodes) is scaled to a simple estimate of the intensity of impact interpreted from the literature. The remaining nodes are clearly implicated through additional connections, but a division is made between the primary and secondary impact nodes. The red lines indicate the multiple interactions that make of the system complexity and contribute to the overall vulnerability. In this example, there are 15 two-way connections. There are many additional ways in which the world system model may serve as a transdisciplinary tool for investigating the global problematique. In building world system appreciation, investigation of each node separately is first-order interpretation. This includes a compilation of the important trends and possible discontinuities for each node. Interactions between any two or more of the other node factors create a more complex picture in which the combination creates a synergetic effect. These are second-order interpretations. The situation created or scenario implied is a synergy and not the result of a simple addition of the parts. Third-order effects are where these sub-complexes can be viewed as systemic structures which produce a behaviour over time not explicable by any set of trends alone. For example, this might be a feedback situation that can be modelled with system dynamics. Third-order effects may indicate a situation where other types of modelling and simulation could be instructive, using the world system model as a generative platform.
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